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HE IDEA behind this fascinating book by the academic,

Dr Peter May, is a simple but highly unusual one.

Simply put, A Day at the Races seeks to chart the history

of horseracing in Britain by looking at May’s highly personal

selection of over 100 days, set out in chronological order, which

the author would argue encapsulate 500 years of the ‘Sport of

Kings.’

The extended title of the book understates the scope of May’s

work, for, in addition to the ‘horses, people and races’, May turns

his spotlight on racecourses, technological developments, the

rules of racing and other subjects which allow him to take a

rounded look at the sport as it has developed over the years.

May avows that he has been an avid follower of horseracing

since Red Alligator’s win in the 1968 Grand National. An

academic with a background in Maths and Artificial Intelligence,

he produces his own Speed Ratings and has written extensively

on betting systems.

Featuring a foreword by Henrietta Knight, this is a thoroughly

well-researched and informative volume from which most readers

will learn a lot about the sport. One fascinating aspect of the book

is that the author incorporates within the text many references to

significant historical and social events which put the racing

milestones he describes into a wider context. For example, in

describing the first Cheltenham Gold Cup in

1924, May describes the election of the first

Labour Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald,

and the introduction of the ‘Shipping Forecast’

on BBC Radio in that same year.

Given the historical aspect of the book, May

is to be congratulated for avoiding the trap of

spending too much time on writing about

contemporary racing and its issues. His choice

of topics does allow him to explore both Flat and

National Hunt racing in some depth; however, it

did strike me that perhaps the profound influence

of the Maktoum family on British racing in recent years is not

reflected sufficiently. 

I was particularly struck by May’s views in the final section of

the book under the heading ‘Reshaping the Sport’. Given May’s

interest in betting systems, it’s striking to note his concern about

the direction in which British racing is heading. ‘In more recent

times, truth to say,’ he notes, ‘the sport of kings has had to weather

a rather concerning decline as the focus has shifted away from a

sport designed to provide a means of determining the best and

improving the breed, to a mechanism that merely serves the

bookmakers.’ He points out that 70% of all races run in 2021 were

handicaps, while the equivalent figure in 1990 was less than 50%.

He chooses to round off his text with a thought-provoking

challenge to racing’s great and good. ‘Horseracing is not just

about betting, about winning and losing money,’ he suggests, ‘it’s

about the jockeys, the trainers, the owners, the grooms, the races

and perhaps most of all, the four-legged legends that have

decorated so many races with their fabulous talent and tenacity.

Since racing’s Tudor days’ inception, these truths have never

changed. It’s up to the guardians of our beloved sport to ensure

that they never will.’

May is to be congratulated on an entertaining, informative and

meticulously researched book.
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A LIFE AFTER RACING
THE POPULAR

‘A Life After

Racing’ slot on

Racing TV recent-

ly featured Blue

Wave, who spent

nearly three years

in the Johnston

yard.

Blue Wave (above) was foaled in

2010 and is a son of the Queen Elizabeth

II Stakes winner, Raven’s Pass, out of

the Mull of Kintyre mare, Million

Waves. He joined the Johnston yard

from Darley at the beginning of his

three-year-old career, and went on to

win seven times from 27 runs, retiring in

2015. 

Across his career, he progressed from

a rating of 79 to a high of 102; six of his

wins for the yard came over a mile and a

half, but his best win was at a distance

of a mile and three-quarters – in the

Summer Stakes at Glorious Goodwood

in 2015, which he won in a thrilling fin-

ish, having been off the track for a

remarkable 416 days!

The gelding is now looked after by

Amelia Abbishaw (pictured right), who

explained that in 2021, she was ‘in a bad

place’ until a friend gifted the horse to

her, and that he had ‘changed my life for

the better’.

Now known as ‘Dave’, Blue Wave has

qualified for the showing championships

at Arena UK and is the apple of

Amelia’s eye.

‘I took him

showing not

knowing what to

expect,’ Amelia

said ‘but he has

come home with

a rosette from

every show he

has attended. He is a gentle giant and the

kindest most loving horse you could

meet.’

Deirdre Johnston spotted the video

online and sent Amelia a message. 

‘I was so happy to hear about Blue

Wave,’ she wrote. 

‘Good luck at the championships  --

and give him a hug from me!’

By John Scanlon


